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Article abstract
The process followed by Fernand Dumont, if examined in detail, is complex
and sinuous; it draws inspiration from such a diversity of theoretical currents
that at first glance it is sometimes difficult to orient oneself, as though each of
the many problems that he studied demanded reference to a particular
intellectual corpus. Dumont read very widely. When his thought was in its
gestation period, when he initiated himself to sociological knowledge in the
early 1950s, he made some fruitful and decisive discoveries. Quite early on,
among the founders of sociological thought, he was particularly fascinated by
Emile Durkheim. He was attracted both by the theoretical architecture of the
latter's writings and by his wide views or his depth of analysis. But this is not
all: in contrast to Marx or Weber, for example, Durkheim had the particular
distinction of having founded a school, grouped around L'Année sociologique,
which brought together some of the most brilliant young minds of the Third
Republic, such as Marcel Mauss, Célestin Bougie, François Simiand and
Maurice Halbwachs. By studying the works of the members of the École
française de sociologie, Dumont discovered an abundance of material enabling
him to give additional depth to his own thinking.
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